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Structure of lecture

- Remembering Sylvia (Hazel Johnstone, Diane Perrons, Sylvia and myself in Sylvia Chant’s ‘enchanted garden’)
- Useful references and link to forthcoming special issue of Feminist Economics on Gender and COVID-19
- COVID-19 and the new fault-lines in the economy
  - Disrupted labour markets and livelihoods:
    - Effects of lockdown
    - Vulnerable workers
  - Co-operation and conflict in the domestic domain
    - Negotiations around care
    - Stress and violence
- Reflections on policy
  - Does gender of the leader matter
  - Interrogating current responses
  - Building back fairer
Some references


Open access till July 2021 https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rfec20/current


Nancy Fraser (2014) Can society be commodities all the way down? Post-Polanyian reflections on capitalist crisis, Economy and Society, 43:4, 541-558


For more resources:

(https://www.genderandcovid-19.org)
(https://www.odi.org/60/global-reset-dialogue)
COVID-19 and the new fault lines in the economy

• Essential workers who must continue working and non-essential workers who face lock-down and stay-at home orders

• Paid essential workers and unpaid and invisible essential workers

• Non-essential workers who can continue working from home and non-essential workers whose work has been halted

• Non-essential workers without work in countries where they can rely on some government support and non-essential workers without work in countries where they must fend for themselves
Building back fairer: recognizing labour, valuing labour

‘One day our society will come to respect the sanitation workers if it is to survive, for the first person who picks up our garbage is in the final analysis as significant as the physician, for if he does not do his job, diseases are rampant. All labour has dignity’ Martin Luther King Jr. (1968)

‘In one of the most famous sentences in the history of economic thought, [Adam Smith] wrote, “it is not from that the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from the regard to their self-interest”. Smith neglected to mention that none of these tradesmen actually puts dinner on the table; ignoring cooks, maids, wives, and mothers in one fell swoop” Nancy Folbre (2009).